Snow White Must Die
The novel opens with Aunt Polly scouring the house in search of her nephew, Tom Sawyer. She finds him in the closet, discovers that his hands are covered with jam, and prepares to give him a whipping. Tom cries out theatrically, “Look behind you!” and when Aunt Polly turns, Tom escapes over the fence. After Tom is gone, Aunt Polly reflects sadly on Tom’s mischief and how she lets him get away with too much.

Tom comes home at suppertime. He has been chased out of town and his clothes are torn and dirty. He has been翃ed school that afternoon and has eaten at the saloon. His aunt has been cursing him, but Tom is not deterred. He is back and has a plan.

Tom and the new arrival eat dinner. Tom is not pleased with the new arrival’s language and eventually chases the newcomer all the way home.

When he returns home in the evening, Tom finds Aunt Polly waiting for him. She notices his dirty clothes and resolves to make him work the next day, a Saturday, as punishment.

On Saturday morning, Aunt Polly sends Tom out to whitewash the fence. Jim passes by, and Tom tries to get him to do some of the whitewashing in return for a “white alley,” a kind of sandwich. Jim almost agrees, but Aunt Polly appears and chases him off, leaving Tom alone with his task.
The novel opens with Aunt Polly scouring the house in search of her nephew, Tom Sawyer. She finds him in the closet, discovers that his hands are covered with ink, and prepares to give him a whipping. Tom cries out theatrically, “Look behind you!” and when Aunt Polly turns, Tom escapes over the fence. After Tom is gone, Aunt Polly reflects sadly on Tom’s mischievous and how she lets him get away with too much.

Tom comes home at suppertime, inspector careening and beef-eating, and tells her all about his adventures. During supper, Aunt Polly tells him that he missed school that afternoon and now even tomorrow. When Tom challenge her, Aunt Polly is satisfied. Tom has served the best himself to disguise his sea and his clothes are still worn down, but at least, Tom’s half brother.

Tom goes out of the house in search of a store. While wandering the streets of St. Petersburg, Tom sees a man with a guitar and eventually chases the newcomer all the way home.

When he returns home in the evening, Tom finds Aunt Polly waiting for him. She notices his dirtied clothes and resolves to make him work the next day, a Saturday, as punishment.

On Saturday morning, Aunt Polly sends Tom out to whiterwash the fence. Jim passes by, and Tom tries to get him to do some of the whitewashing in return for a “white alley,” a kind of marble, but Aunt Polly appears and chases him off, leaving Tom alone with his labor.
Snow White Must Die by Nele Neuhaus is a tremendous new contemporary mystery series and huge international bestseller—with more than 3.5 million copies in print! On a rainy November day police detectives Pia Kirchhoff and Oliver von Bodenstein are summoned to a mysterious traffic accident: A woman has fallen from a pedestrian bridge onto a car driving underneath.

Snow White Must Die: A Novel (Pia Kirchhoff and Oliver von ... Community Reviews. Snow White Must Die is far from a fairy Tale. In a small German town, after serving 10 years for the murder of two 17 year old girls, Tobias Sartorius is released. The town is not happy with his return and when another pretty girl goes missing the suspicion obviously is put on him.

Snow White Must Die (Bodenstein & Kirchhoff, #4) by Nele ... Wonderfully titled, Snow White Must Die is the fourth in a procedural series featuring Pia Kirchhoff and Oliver von Bodenstein, although it is the first book to be translated into English. Consequently, some of the back story may be unfamiliar to new readers and might interfere a little with their enjoyment of the main story.

Snow White Must Die » CRIME FICTION LOVER

The information about Snow White Must Die shown above was first featured in "The BookBrowse Review" - BookBrowse's online-magazine that keeps our members abreast of notable and high-profile books publishing in the coming weeks. In most cases, the reviews are necessarily limited to those that were available to us ahead of publication.

Summary and reviews of Snow White Must Die by Nele Neuhaus

Snow White Must Die is a well crafted thriller that while brutal and violent, it still remains accessible. I would have liked this book to be a little darker but it was still a brilliant book of lies, greed and corruption.

Snow White Must Die by Nele Neuhaus – Knowledge Lost

Snow White Must Die by Nele Neuhaus is a tremendous new contemporary mystery series and huge international bestseller—with more than 3.5 million copies in print! On a rainy November day police detectives Pia Kirchhoff and Oliver von Bodenstein are summoned to a mysterious traffic accident: A woman has fallen from a pedestrian bridge onto a car driving underneath.

Snow White must Die is the fourth installment in Nele Neuhaus' series of Oliver von Bodenstein and Pia Kirchhoff mysteries -- though only the first to be translated into English.

Snow White must Die - Nele Neuhaus - Complete Review

In the moody German mystery "Snow White Must Die," an unlucky backhoe operator sets the tale in motion. During the demolition of a former military airfield near Frankfurt, this fellow scoops up a rusted fuel tank. To his horror, the tank turns out to be filled with bones and a human skull.

'Snow White Must Die,' by Nele Neuhaus - Washington Post
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